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OLYMPIC PARK 2012 – SOME FACTS
• On budget, on time, at peak 30,000 workers on site

• Exemplary safety record
• Three million working hours
• No reportable injuries
• First games in the last 20 years to record no work-related
fatalities

• Accident frequency rate of 0.16 per 100, 000 hrs
worked
• UK building industry average is 0.55 (all industry
average of 0.21) – London 2012 was much lower

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY AND
MANAGEMENT
• Many examples of construction failure at similar large-scale sports events
• Athens 2004 (13 fatalities)
• Brazil World Cup 2014 (8 fatalities)

• Some possible causes (Wearne, 2008, Proceedings of ICE)
• Failure of communication within and between organisations and subcontractors
• Lack of attention to warning signs
• Lack of coupling between organisations, communications and procurement
systems

• Other wider, systemic factors (King and Crewe, 2013)
• ‘Groupthink’ – group conformity results in dysfunctional decision-making
• ‘Operational disconnects’ – the failure of managers/supervisors to connect
and consult with front-line workers
• ‘asymmetries of expertise’ – poor knowledge sharing

CAUSES OF CONSTRUCTION ACCIDENTS: A
SYSTEMS MODEL (HASLAM ET AL., 2005)
Individual Factors

Political and Organisational
Factors

Technology
Team Factors

Data Gathering
• Preconditioning for Success project (2009-12)
• Tracking developments over time for six different
venues and infrastructure projects
• Interviews with project groups and senior
managers/executives (n= ~46)
• Document analysis of micro-reports and major reports
(174 documents in total)
• Feedback (Validation) from Olympic Delivery
Authority and Health and Safety Executive

Leadership and participation
• Clear ‘vision’ regarding health, safety and well-being
of workers

• Engagement of project leaders with supply chain and
construction site (fostering a learning culture)
• Collection, reviewing and analysis of data, trends in
order to proactive design out potential hazards, errors
• Effective communication, up and down the supply
chain (induction, daily re-task meetings, posters,
alerts, near-miss reporting)
• Behavioural safety initiatives (making safety personal
to them and rewarding)

Culture and Communication
• Survey using HSE’s safety
climate tool (n=10,000)
• Findings were benchmarked
against all-industry database
• Every dimension in the tool was
higher than the all industry
norm
• Highlights: Excellent training for
supervisors; focus on leadership
and worker engagement;
coordination by the Safety,
health and Environment
Leadership Team (SHELT)

HSE Safety Climate Tool

Culture and Communication
• Efficient formal and informal communication
channels
• Promotion of informal networks and avoidance
of ‘one size fits all’ approach
“It’s not the [safety] standard that’s important, it’s
the specific way it’s implemented, altered and
maintained to support a specific company.”
• Supervisors acted as the key ‘conduits’ for
safety messages and communication in general

PRE-CONDITIONING CHARACTERISTICS
• Not just equipment, systems and processes but
also characteristics of the way work was
approached and parties interacted
•
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Respect
Trust
Clarity
Pre-emptive / Early
Challenge
Consistent
Collaborative

•
•
•
•
•
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Motivation
Empowering
Communicative
Transparency / Open
Just / Fair
Assured
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‘VIRTUOUS CIRCLES’
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Structure
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Teamworking
High levels of Motivation

http://learninglegacy.independent.gov.uk/themes/
health-and-safety/research-summaries.php
• Pre-conditioning for success – analysis of human and
organisational factors
• Leadership and worker involvement on the Olympic Park
• Communication and action for a safer London 2012 Olympic and
Paralympic Games
• The CDM Regulations 2007: duty holder roles and impact
• Occupational hygiene at the OP and O&P Village
• Delivering health and safety on the development of the OP and AV
• Safety culture on the Olympic Park
• Supply chain management for health and safety
• Occupational health provision on the OP and AV

More Info:

• HSE London 2012
http://www.hse.gov.uk/aboutus/
london-2012-games/index.htm
and /research-reports.htm
• DWP Raising the bar for health
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_PZSQmUE1c

• BSC Safety Management
https://sm.britsafe.org/constructing-olympic-legacy

